Stallion By Starlight (Magic Tree House (R) Merlin Mission)
Synopsis

The New York Times bestselling Magic Tree House® series has a brand-new paperback, with stickers included! Hold your horses! Mary Pope Osborne perfectly blends fantasy, adventure, and history in this paperback edition of the bestselling Magic Tree House® chapter book. Time-traveling brother-and-sister team Jack and Annie must find four secrets of greatness for Merlin the magician. To start, they travel back in time to meet Alexander the Great. He should know all about greatness, right? But young Alexander is bossy, vain, and not great at all! How can they learn from him? It's going to take a wild black stallion, magic from Merlin, and a lot of bravery to succeed. Are Jack and Annie clever and bold enough to complete their mission? Have more fun with Jack and Annie on the Magic Tree House® website at MagicTreeHouse.com.
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Customer Reviews

Another fantastic trip in the tree house! I have to tell you that one of my first thoughts when finding out I was pregnant with my third babe was that I was going to get to re-read all of these books with him when he gets old enough. What a fabulous series!!! I swear I learn something new every time. The Magic Tree House series is fun for all! What great read-alouds! In case you’re curious, my two
favorites remain Night of the New Magicians and Leprechaun in Late Winter. But for the most part, you just can't go wrong. We do tend to favor the Merlin Missions, and we did have one miss only one time (High Time for Heroes). But truly this is an outstanding series for kids AND moms! And dads! Keep 'em coming, Ms. Osbourne! We love what you do!

As a school librarian, I am impressed that the series continues to produce great books that the kids just love.

My daughter absolutely loves this series! She has the whole set up to #50 so far. This one in particular was one of her favorites. Our son just recently began reading them to, so she passes them to him and then they talk about the books they have just read. That's great! I've heard no complaints from them about ANY of the books in this series being boring or not fun to read. They are a good book for ages 6-10 to read, depending on reading level. Books aren't really thick or complicated, so best enjoyed by readers past the beginning step readers and not yet into teen/pre-teen fiction. As I Mom, I love that these encourage my kids to read more. They are also including a bit of history and education with a fun-filled story. Win, win!

RECOMENDED 4 EVERYONE, OF ANY AGE !! BEST CHILDRENS STORIES, THAT HAS ADVENTURE, MYSTERY, MAGIC, & FUN !!! AS WELL AS SOME HISTORY, FACTS, & REASEARCH GUIDES !!! THE SERIES OF "MAGIC TREE HOUSE" BOOKS TOOK YOU WITH THE CHARACTERS AS THEY WENT ON MAGIC MISSIONS, TO ANY PLACE & EVEN BACK IN TIME !!! YOU MAY KNOW SOME CHARACTERS & WILL FALL IN LOVE WITH MANY THAT ARE IN THE STORIES. AWESOME WITH EXTRA AWESOME SAUCE !!!

Normally I am a huge fan of the Magic Tree House Series; this one was just o.k. for me though. In previous missions Jack and Annie have used the magic tree house to travel back in time to learn something from the past; if anything is changed while they are there it is a minor change. In this adventure however, their travels seemed to have greatly changed the behavior of the person they were going back in time to learn from, in essence altering the future. These books have always followed a similar pattern in missions of four; Iâ€™m crossing my fingers that Jack and Annie donâ€™t mess with the time space continuum any further

Young children get hooked on the Magic Treehouse series. This book maintains the standards set
in the other books and keeps children very entertained. But be ready to fork out some more money for book #50 since the kids won’t let you stop at #49.

In this book Jack and Annie see Merlin in the tree house and they meet many people. This is my second favorite magic tree house book in the series. I think that most people will like this book. Even though it took me two days to read it it was a good book, because you don’t know what’s going to happen to Jack and Annie. I recommend this book to any person who has read most of the series.

Good story but I have always loved horse stories. I think its neat that Annie is the more assertive and maybe smarter of the brother and sister team. I think maybe Mary Pope Osborne needs to even out the stories in that regard a little.

Download to continue reading...
